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Usmc uniform inspection sheet pdf

The Marine Corps supports high standards for appearance. At all time, Marines need to look neat, clean and professional overall. Unified checks come with specific restrictions that all Marines must comply with. Each season or occasion stipulates a different uniform with its own set of guidelines that can be found on a
permanent Marine Corps uniform board. 1 General Rules The Marine Corps has always maintained a duty to look dignified and respectable. Uniforms may not be changeable. Exercise and different field operations require different types of dresses. The commander will set the uniform for the day according to the duties
and weather of the day. Female Marines are allowed earrings, but Marines cannot mutate their bodies in any form, including tattoos, brands and piercings. In addition, hairstyles, jewelry, and glasses may not be eccentric or fadish because they are uniform and compromise the team's identity. Modest clothing is
recommended. 2 Grooming for male hair should be natural in color. Nails should be clean and trimmed. Manicures for male Marines are not allowed. The hair should be neat and closely trimmed. The face should be clean shaven, unless it is necessary to adjust the mustache. The hair of the mustache should not exceed
1/2 inch. 3. Grooming of the woman's hair may touch the collar, but may not extend under the lower end of the collar. Eccentric hairstyles are not allowed. Valletta combs, rubber bands can be worn if hidden by hair. Cosmetics can also be worn, but should be applied sparingly. Red-tinted manicures can be worn, but
Marines are prohibited from using manicures in utility uniforms. Legion does not require female Marines to remove leg hair and cannot be covered with socks, unless it is unsopodable. 4 Uniform-certified uniform designations for Marines are designated as evening dresses, blue dresses, pale dresses, services, and utility
uniforms. Blue dresses and pale dress uniforms except blue dress A and blue white dress A, and service uniforms can be prescribed for vacation and freedom in the United States. 5 Evening Dress Uniforms Officer's Evening Dress A uniforms can be worn for official formal evening functions where civilians usually wear
evening clothes or white ties in both winter and summer. Evening dress A includes dark blue with dark blue trousers in black trousers or skirts, white West Coast for male officers and long skirts for female officers. Evening dress B for the black tie event is the same uniform, but with a scarlet waistcoat or scarlet cammer
band. Women wear long skirts or short skirts. 6 Blue Dress Uniforms The Marine Corps designates blue dress uniforms for parades, ceremonies, formal or semi-formal social functions. The blue dresses A and B are the same except that the blue dress B must wear a ribbon instead of a medal. The blue dress has a blue
coat,Trousers/skirt/slacks. Blue Dress C defines a long khaki shirt with no coat and tie for male Marines and tabs for female Marines. Blue dress D is a short sleeved khaki shirt without a coat. Female Marines can wear slacks in blue dress uniforms. 7. Pale uniform Blue white dresses can be worn during the summer
season for official military/social occasions where blue dress uniforms are usually prescribed. The pale dress A is the same as the blue dress A except that the pants and skirt are white. Pale dresses A and B come with a blue coat and white trousers/skirt/slacks. In white slacks or white trousers, female officers and
SNCOs wear black, pumps, black Oxford, or dark hoses or black socks, gold or peel earrings (optional) and black neck tabs and white shirts. If wearing a white skirt, female officers can wear the same shoes as trousers, but must wear a skin-toned nylon hose and a white shirt with a red neck tab (officer) or black neck tab
(SNCOS). 8 Service Uniform Service A uniforms can be worn as uniforms for parades, ceremonies, social events and the day. Service uniform A includes green coat and service pants/skirt/slacks. Women wear long-sleeved or short-sleeved khaki shirts and green neck tabs. Service coats are not worn in Service B
uniforms, including blue trousers/skirts/slacks and khaki short-sleeved shirts. Short-sleeved khaki shirts with appropriate green service trousers or skirts/slacks can be worn as service C uniforms. 9 Utility uniforms This is a Marine's work uniform. Depending on the weather, it includes a camouflage coat and trousers with
sweaters and sweatshirts. The Corps approves the wearing of utility uniforms during work and commuting to include all travel aboard DOD-owned/controlled aircraft. 10 Physical Training Uniforms Standard physical training uniforms consist of a general purpose trunk on the green and a standard live green undershirt.
Footwear and headgear with PT uniforms are optional by the commander. The cold weather PT uniform consists of an olive green sweatshirt and olive green sweatpants, with USMC retlings and a Marine Corps emblem placed on the left breast of the shirt and the upper left leg of the pants. Iran said Saturday it was
sending a black box to Ukraine from a Ukrainian airliner that Iranian forces shot down this month. Does any one have uniform inspection sheets? Rah.Page 2 comment I'm looking for one for Charlie, but perhaps these gov computers will let me open some pdf, but if anyone can help me, I'll appreciate it. Page 2 2
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